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Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A), which is about trading of property right, is one 
of the most important approaches for enterprises to grow up through the transfer of 
property right to realize the change of corporate control and resources’ re-organized. 
However, there are many cases that are finished with failure or don’t reach the objects in 
practices, which mainly because many enterprises haven’t taken enough actions of risk 
management. In fact, M&A is a capital operation with height risk, of which 
strengthening the management of risks is the point. This thesis analyses factors of the 
risk in M&A and works out corresponding measures. At the same time, it gives some 
advice to the risks existing in our country’s M&A, which may make sense in the risk 
management of M&A in our country. 
This thesis is divided into five parts. The first chapter, serving as the introduction, 
provides some relevant background and gives the general description of literatures 
concerning these field and the methods used in the paper. The second chapter presents 
concepts of M&A and risks of M&A, then analyses the character of risks of M&A and 
carries out multianalysis on the risk factors in different stages of M&A, including 
strategy risk, pricing risk, integration risk and so on. The third chapter gives some 
methods of risk management on the basis of the second chapter, including identification, 
estimate and treatment of M&A risks. According to our own economy situation, the 
fourth and the fifth part, the pivot of the whole paper, examine the issues concerning the 
risk management of M&A in our country, the fourth part introduces the status quo of 
M&A in our country and then analyses main risks through real cases, including internal 
nonsystematic risk and external systematic risk; The fifth part gives some advice such 
as feasibility analysis, integration and optimization of environment and also suggests 
construct an effective risk management system to deal with M&A risks in order to make 
M&A be successful.  
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第一章  绪论 




20 世纪 70 年代以来，企业并购重组活动在发达国家日益活跃，尤其是进入
90 年代中期以后，大公司之间的并购重组不断涌现，国际上很多巨型公司都卷入





































































起期望值 E和方差 V，然后得出其离差率 L=E/V；蒙特卡罗数字仿真法，用于估计
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